
Design Strategy (Identity & Readership)
My magazine is called “Charm”. It is mainly focused on the latest fashion with a featured star in every month-
ly issue. The name Charm means to attract people, and at the same time in a pleasing way. The target market 
for my magazine is women between age 25-40. This magazine is aim to give young women who care about 
fashion and to fulfill their desire to be on top of the page in receiving the latest fashion trend.  

Style Sheets
The visual I choose for the magazine is of course the feature star Scarlett Johansson, and I paid extra atten-
tion in choosing the images that looked sexy but also maintained a sense of sophistication. I also tried to find 
photo shoots that portrait Scarlett Johansson differently while maintaining the elegance feeling of the maga-
zine. The image I chose for the opening spread is a close-up shot for Scarlett Johansson looking up to the 
right, which can lead the reader’s eyes to read the headlines and the introduction. Also the color of the image 
is a more colorful than all other images, which it gives a more inviting feeling to the readers. However, the 
images I choose for both covers and the jump spread are in a cold color tone, just to keep a color tone consis-
tency. The color I used for the headline in the cover pages is the color that I brought from the lipstick color 
to make it match to the image, and with a mix of white color to lighten up the image a little bit. The typefaces 
I choose for the magazine name is a Didot Regular, it is a serif typeface, which gives an elegance, and formal 
feeling for the magazine. The choice of the typeface for the magazine name is the most important part, be-
cause it conveys the whole magazine image. To make the cover look less formal and serious, I choose Lucida 
Sans typeface, a san serif typeface. For the opening spread, to go with the elegant image, I chose a serif type-
face for both headlines and introduction. The color is the derived from the lipstick on the image. Different 
tinted percentage color gives an informational hierarchy, which can facilitate the reader to read through the 
text.  For the jump spread article page, I used a serif typeface because I found it easy to read through. I tried 
to keep the lay out as simple as possible, to maintain the elegant feelings for the magazine. The color I used 
for the caption indent

Typefaces
Cover

“Charm”: Didot Regular, 180pt; no kerning (Designed in Illustrator)
Main Headline

“Scarlett Johansson…”: Lucida Sans, Demibold Roman 40pt/ 48pt; no kerning; Drop shadow 40%
“Engaged…”: Lucida Sans, Demibold Roman 20pt/ 24pt; no kerning
“Get a…”: Lucida Sans, Demibold Roman 35pt/ 42pt; no kerning
“28 bright”: Lucida Sans, Demibold Roman 20pt/ 24pt; no kerning
“Fashion..”: Lucida Sans, Demibold Roman 35pt/ 42pt; no kerning
“Love”: Lucida Sans, Demibold Roman 50pt/ 60pt; no kerning

Opening Spread
Headline 1: Minion Pro, Regular 72pt/ 85.4; no kerning
Headline 2:  Minion Pro, Regular 30pt/ 36; no kerning
Introduction:  Minion Pro, Regular 20pt/ 24; no kerning

Jump spread
Body text: Minion Pro, Regular 12pt/ 14.4; no kerning
“I was…” : Lucida Fax, Italic 18pt/ 21.6pt; no kerining
 Sidebar
Headline 1: OptimusPrinceps Regular 30pt/36; no kerning
Headline 2: Walkway Oblique SemiBold Regular, 24pt/ 28.8pt; no kerning
Body text: Minion Pro, Regular 7pt/ 8.4; no kerning
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Visuals
Cover: http://fun.karadimov.info/scarlett_johansson/?Qwd=.&Qif=scarlett-johansson-1920x1200-23182.
jpg&Qiv=none&Qis=S
Opening Spread: http://wallpaperscrunch.com/view/hot-scarlett-johansson-wallpaper-1549-2560x1600.
htmJump spread
1st Image: http://www.celebutopia.net/2010/11/scarlett-johansson-naughty-in-gq-magazine/
2nd image: http://celebritydays.com/scarlett-johansson-in-beautiful-beach-girl-model-photo-shoot-ses-
sion-by-annie-leibovitz-photography.html
Side bar image: http://collider.com/war-machine-in-high-resolution-plus-new-iron-man-2-photos/11792/

Margins
For all pages, including cover, opening-spread and jump-spread
Top: 3 picas Bottom: 3 picas
Right: 3 picas Left: 3 picas

Extras
For the side bar story is about another article that Scarlett Johansson talked about her favorite movie role 
that she has played in so far. I thought it goes well along with the main article about her recent life. Through 
sharing her thoughts in acting, readers can be exposed to more different sides of Scarlet Johansson. The 
color tone of the sidebar is mainly in green and grey, which is to differentiate itself from the body article. 


